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A B S T R A C T Open-channel noise was studied in the large potassium channel of  the 
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). Inside-out patches were excised directly from the SR of 
split skeletal muscle fibers of  lobster, with lobster relaxing ringer (LRR) in bath and 
pipette. The power spectrum of open-channel noise is very low and approximately 
flat in the 100 Hz-10 kHz frequency range. At 20~ with an applied voltage of  50 
mV, the mean single-channel current (i) is 9 pA (mean single-channel conduc- 
tance -- 180 pS) and the mean power spectral density 1.1 x 10 -29 AZ/Hz. The latter 
increases nonlinearly with (i), showing a progressively steeper dependence as (i) 
increases. At 20 mV, the mean power spectral density is almost independent of (i) 
and ~ 1.4 times that of  the Johnson noise calculated for the equivalent ideal resistor 
with zero net current; at 70 mV it increases approximately in proportion to (i) 2. The 
mean power spectral density has a weak temperature dependence, very similar to 
that of  (i), and both are well described by a Ql0 of  1.3 throughout the range 3-40~ 

Discrete ion transport events are thought to account for a significant fraction of  
the measured open-channel noise, probably ~ 30-50% at 50 inV. Brief interrup- 
tions of  the single-channel current, due either to blockage of  the open channel by 
an extrinsic aqueous species, or to intrinsic conformational changes in the channel 
molecule itself, were a possible additional source of  open-channel noise. Experi- 
ments in modified bathing solutions indicate, however, that open-channel noise is 
not affected by any of  the identified aqueous species present in LRR. In particular, 
magnesium ions, the species thought most likely to cause brief blockages, and 
calcium and hydrogen ions, have no detectable effect. This channel's openings 
exhibit many brief closings and substates, due to intrinsic gating of  the channel. 
Unresolved brief full closings are calculated to make a negligible contribution 
(< 1%) to the measured power spectral density. The only significant source of  noise 
due to band width-limited missed events is brief, frequent 80% substates (mean 
duration 20 ~s, mean frequency 1,000 s -1) which account for a small part of  the 
measured power spectral density (~  14%, at 50 mV, 20~ 
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We conclude that a large fraction of the measured open-channel noise results 
from intrinsic conductance fluctuations, with a corner frequency higher than the 
resolution of our recordings, in the range 104-107 Hz. We infer the presence of 
motions within the channel molecule in this frequency range. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Open-channel noise means any fluctuation in a single-channel current recording that 
is present only when the channel is open. Gaussian, apparently continuous current 
fluctuations are seen in the nicotinic end-plate channel (Sigworth, 1985) and in a 
stretch-activated cation channel (Eisenberg, Hainsworth, and Levis, 1987). These are 
thought to reflect fluctuations in the channel conductance, as a result of vibration 
within the channel molecule. In addition, discontinuous step changes in conductance 
are seen in many channels, due either to gating transitions (subconductance states 
and brief closings) or to blockage of the open channel by an extrinsic molecule (for 
discussion, see Hille, 1992). These discontinuous changes, if too brief to be resolved 
by the recording system, will add to the observed open-channel noise (Sigworth, 
Urry, and Prasad, 1987; Heinemann and Sigworth, 1988, 1989). Finally, a small, 
unavoidable noise in any current arises from the discrete nature of the charge carriers 
and their thermal energy. This discrete transport noise is described under different 
conditions as Johnson, thermal, Schottky or shot noise (Oliver, 1965; van der Ziel, 
1970; see Appendix). Discrete transport noise reflects the ion transport mechanism, 
in that its power spectrum is determined by the potential energy profile of the 
conducting pathway, and the manner in which ions diffuse through it (Frehland, 
1978; Heinemann and Sigworth, 1990). 

The SR potassium channel studied here was chosen for two reasons. First, its high 
conductance and very long burst durations favor power spectral measurements. 
Second, a large body of previous work (reviewed in Miller, Bell, and Garcia, 1984; 
Levitt, 1986, Hladky, 1989) strongly indicates that it contains only one ion at a time, 
under most conditions. Thus, it is expected to have a relatively simple transport 
mechanism. Our aim was to determine the power spectrum of open-channel noise in 
this channel and to analyze the contributions from different sources of noise. Parts of 
this work have been reported previously (Eisenberg, Hainsworth, and Levis, 1988, 
1989; Hainsworth, Tang, Wang, Levis, and Eisenberg, 1988; Hainsworth, 1989). 

M E T H O D S  

Preparation 

Lobsters (Homarus americans) were killed by decapitation and the remotor muscle of each 
second antenna removed intact. This muscle contains ~ 70% by volume of SR, with very sparse 
contractile filaments (Tang, Wang, and Eisenberg, 1989). Single fibers were dissected and split 
open in Lobster relaxing Ringer (LRR) as described by Tang et al. (1989). Patches were excised 
from the exposed, upward-facing interior of  the split fiber, presumed to contain much SR. In 
all experiments, single channels were recorded in inside-out patches with identical solutions in 
both bath and pipette. Pipettes were made from Coming  No. 7052 glass and coated with Sylgard 
184 | (Dow Coming  Co., Coming,  NY). After excising a patch, a constant voltage, usually ~ 2 
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mV in magnitude, was added to null all single-channel currents. Applied voltages quoted are 
pipette potentials relative to this reference. No correction was made for the small voltage ( < 1 
mV) dropped over series resistance (typically 20 MI-I). The bath temperature was held constant 
by Peltier units. 

Solutions 

LRR contains (in millimolar): 460 potassium glutamate (Sigma grade, 99-100%), 1.2 CaCI2, 1.0 
MgCI~, 1.0 MgATP (Sigma Immunochemicals, St. Louis, MO), 5.0 EGTA, 25 HEPES, pH 7.0 
(total K: 480 mM). The calculated free Ca 2+ concentration is ~ 100 nM, and free Mg ~+ ~ 1 
raM. In low Mg solution, MgCI2 and MgATP were omitted and the total magnesium content is 
0.005 mM, determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy (Biotrace Labs, Salt Lake City, UT). 
In low Ca solution, CaC12 and MgATP were omitted, and only 1.0 mM EGTA was present. Both 
low Mg and Low Ca solutions were adjusted to pH 7.0. A low H solution was made by adding 1 
M KOH to LRR, to pH 8.0-8.3 (total K: 495 mM). HEPES (pKa --- 7.5) is still an adequate 
buffer in this solution. The calculated free Ca ~§ of this solution is 2 nM and the calculated free 
Mg ~+ is 0.5 mM. All solutions were made in Millipore water (Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA) 
(> 10 Ml-lcm resistivity) and had a measured osmolarity in the range 920-940 mosm. 

The Recording System 

Constant voltage commands were applied to the pipette for many seconds and steady state 
single-channel activity recorded using an Axopatch | patch clamp (Axon Instruments, Foster 
City, CA). The patch clamp had an intrinsic frequency response of 20 kHz and a 10-90% rise 
time of 20 ~.s. Band widths quoted are always from DC to upper - 3  dB frequency. The patch 
clamp output was filtered at 20 kHz (8-pole Bessel LPF902, Frequency Devices Inc., Haverhill, 
MA) and recorded continuously on magnetic tape, using a digital audio processor (PCM-501- 
ES) with 16-bit resolution. Within these promising stretches, regions of single-channel data 
were selected for power spectral estimation by the automated process described below. All data 
analysis programs were run on a Celerity 1200 computer. Sampling by the PCM was at 44.1 
kHz sampling rate, and a video cassette recorder (Sony Betamax system). Played-back signals 
passed through a 20-kHz Cauer elliptic filter (inside the PCM unit) then a 10-kHz 21-pole 
Chebychev filter (Allen Avionics Inc.). Promising stretches of ~ 10-s duration were selected by 
eye and redigitized at 25 kHz, using a Data Translation 2827 A/D board with 16-bit resolution, 
then analyzed on a Celerity 1200 computer. Sampling by the PCM-501 unit at 44.1 kHz was 
found to introduce slight aliasing at high frequencies (Brigham, 1974): the power spectral 
density at 10 kHz was too high by a factor of 1.06. Further aliasing is not likely to be added on 
redigitizing, thanks to the very sharp cut-off of the Cauer and Chebychev filters. 

In some recordings, a capacitative feedback headstage was used (IHS-1, Axon Instruments) 
with 30-kHz frequency response and 10-~s rise time. Here, the patch clamp's output was 
filtered at 10 kHz (8-pole Bessel) then sampled at 44.1 kHz with negligible aliasing and, on 
playing back, redigitized at 50 kHz with no other filtering than the 20 kHz Cauer filter at the 
output of the PCM-501 unit. 

Power Spectral Estimation 

Power spectra were computed from periods when either only one channel was open, or no 
channels were open, selected by an automated process. Typically ~ 100 spectra were taken 
from each state, from ~ 10 s of data each, all within - 1  rain. The open-channel noise 
power spectrum was then given by subtracting the average no-channels spectrum from the 
average one-channel spectrum (Sigworth, 1985). The no-channels noise is an estimate of the 
background noise from all sources other than the channel itself. This background noise 
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spectrum varied widely from patch to patch, but varied little over the lifetime of any one patch: 
no consistent variation with voltage or temperature was seen. 

A step-detection algorithm (Kirlin and Moghadamjoo, 1986) located transitions between 
conductance states. The  true current amplitude in a period between successive transitions was 
defined as the median of  all points in that period (Fig. 1 C). Ideally, only changes in 
conductance state should remain in this trace, with all the Gaussian noise eliminated. The  
sample median is less sensitive than the sample mean to the presence of  wild points, such as 
brief closings and substates, in Gaussian noise. While this true current record lay within a 
narrow range (usually between 0.2 and 0.6 pA wide) predefined by the user, the channel was 
considered to be in its main conductance state, and the data accepted. Background noise 
regions were selected in an analogous way. On inspection, obviously aberrant selections were 
manually deleted. 

' '  U 

10 pA 

50 ms 

FIGURE 1. Automated data selection of 
single-channel currents from an inside-out 
patch at 20~ pipette voltage = +50 mV. 
Channel closings are downward deflections: 
(i) = 9.0 pA (no full closing is present in this 
record). All traces show the same stretch of 
data at different stages of  the selection pro- 
cess. (A) filtered at 1 kHz with a digital 
8-pole Bessel filter, for illustration only. (B) 
Full band width data (10 kHz, 20 I~s/point). 
The  open-channel noise RMS is ~ 0.5 pA. 
(C) Transitions detected by the running win- 
dow program. The median current between 
detected transitions is shown. Events brie |er  
than ~ 400 Izs are not detected. When the 
median current lies within a narrow ampli- 
tude range the data is selected (the range 
was 0.3 pA wide in this example). (D) Three 
blocks of 41-ms duration selected from B to 
compute power spectra. The connecting line 
is simply the reference level of the A-D  

converter. (E) The same three blocks as in 
D, after the masking program has removed 
brief excursions. 

Blocks of sequential points, 41 ms in duration (1,024 data points, sampled at 25 kHz, or 
2,048 at 50 kHz) were taken from the regions selected by the step detection algorithm to 
compute power spectra. Data points within 400 ~s of  a detected transition were avoided. 
Interruptions briefer than ~ 400 ~s were not detected by the step-detection program, so a 
masking program (Sigworth, 1985) was used to remove them. Here, any data points lying 
outside 2.5 standard deviations from the median were identified as outliers and multiplied by 
zero (masked). This was repeated until no new outliers were found. On average, 3% (never 
more than 5%) of open-channel data were masked in this way, and 1.9% of background data. 
Power spectra were not corrected for the number  of  masked points. 

Each 41-ms block selected was multiplied by a data window function (Papoulis, 1973) and its 
length doubled by adding terminal zeros, to increase the spectral frequency resolution. Its 
discrete Fourier transform (Brigham, 1974) was then computed by a fast Fourier transform 
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routine (NAG, Ltd., Oxford, UK) and the power spectral density given by the squared 
magnitude of the emerging complex numbers. The mean of many such spectral estimates was 
computed and the average open channel and average background noise power spectra 
subtracted, point by point. Average power spectra were divided by the transfer function of the 
recording system, before subtraction. The transfer function was obtained by applying a white 
noise signal (0-50 kHz) from a signal generator (Hewlett Packard 3722A) directly to the patch 
clamp input. 

Spectra were plotted over the range 100 Hz-10 kHz (points 9-822) on a double logarithmic 
scale. At high frequencies, local averages over several neighboring points were plotted, _+ 1 local 
standard deviation. Some figures show mean power spectral density ~ 1 SD over all points in 
the range 300 Hz-3 kHz (points 24-244). 

Test of the Power Spectral Measurement 

The above spectral estimation methods were applied to simulated data of known parameters. 
To represent background noise, current was recorded from a 20 MI~ pipette, driven into a 
Sylgard | disk to give a stable resistance of 7 Ggl. To represent brief closings, a random binary 
signal was synthesized on the computer (with mean closed time �9 = 100 ~s, mean frequency of 
occurrence ~ = 100 s -~ and amplitude = 9 pA) then filtered with a 10 kHz digital 8-pole Bessel 
filter. To represent open-channel noise, analogue white noise (0-50 kHz) from a signal 
generator was applied to the patch clamp input, recorded in the usual way and scaled 
appropriately to give a mean power spectral density ( -1  SD) of 2.9 (---0.3) • 10 -3o A2/Hz in the 
range 300 Hz-3 kHz. These three digital signals, when added together, gave a composite 
signal resembling raw open-channel data. This composite signal and the background noise 
were then both processed in the same way as experimental data. On average, 3.1 and 1.9% of 
points were masked in the composite and background noise signals respectively. The result of 
subtracting the two average power spectra was approximately flat, with a mean power spectral 
density of 2.4 (_+0.8) • 10 -3o A2/Hz, which is 80% of the true value. An identical result was 
obtained when the simulated random binary events were not included in the composite signal. 
This indicates that the masking program effectively removes brief closings but in addition, 
truncates some Gaussian noise excursions, thus depressing the mean power spectral density 
from its correct value. 

When the threshold for masking was 3.0 SDs from the median, subtracted spectra obtained 
from experimental data were higher than those obtained with 2.5 SD thresholds, by a factor of 
~ 1.3. More closings and substates were found to be missed by the masking program with 3.0 
SD thresholds, on inspection of masked records. Given the frequent closings and substates of 
this channel, it was decided to err on the side of stringency, to minimize the number of missed 
brief events. Assuming the error due to truncation of Gaussian noise to be roughly constant, 
this suggests that the mean power spectral densities given below are ~ 80% of the true ones for 
Gaussian open-channel noise. 

Duration Histograms 

The kinetic parameters of brief, full closings were determined, likewise those of brief excursions 
to a substate of amplitude 80% of the main conductance state. For kinetic analysis, data were 
usually recorded using the capacitative feedback beadstage and sampled at 50 kHz, with the 
recording system dominated by a 10 kHz 8-pole Bessel filter (LPF902) giving a 10-90% rise 
time of 40 I~s with negligible overshoot or ringing. Dwell times were given by a simple 
threshold-crossing algorithm. To detect full closings, the threshold was placed halfway between 
the main open and closed peaks in an amplitude histogram of the data at full band width. 
Around threshold crossings, points were interpolated fourfold using a cubic-spline routine 
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(Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1983) to give a resolution of 5 ~s/point.  The  probability density f( t)  
of an exponential  population of  lifetimes is: 

f ( t )  = k 'r- le  -t/* (1) 

where k is the mean frequency of events per second and z is the time constant of the 
population, equal to the mean event lifetime. Closed times were binned and plotted as log10 
[events-s-~'bin -1 ] vs duration. In this form, exponential  components that are well separated can 
be described by a simple straight line fit. In the histograms in Figs. 8 and 10 the bins for events 
< 30 Ws show a decline, indicating that events were missed. 

r ,  

CL 

I 

4 

\ 
CURRENT (pA) 

I 

I 
12 16 

FIGURE 2. Amplitude histograms of  10 s of data, both at 10 kHz band width (262 bins/pA) 
and after digital Bessel filtering at 1 kHz (655 bins/pA): the narrower peaks come from the 
1 kHz data. (CL)  Closed state. Pipette voltage = +50 mV, (i) = 9.0 pA. The peak current 
amplitude is 13.65 pA at 10 kHz. Horizontal braces mark the ranges used for estimating 
duration histograms of brief 80% substates, by the subtraction method described in the text. 
The  main thresholds (90%, 110%) are 0.9 pA from the peak current amplitude. The secondary 
thresholds (60%, 140%) are 3.9 pA from the peak current amplitude (only part of the upper  
range being shown). 

Excursions to the 80% amplitude substate were ~ 2 pA in amplitude and so brief that they 
had to be examined at full 10-kHz band width, when the background noise was typically 0.5 pA 
RMS. The distribution of their dwell times was estimated as follows. A threshold was placed at 
90% of the main current amplitude (equivalent to the half-amplitude position of  the 80% 
substate) and a second threshold at 60%, as determined from an amplitude histogram (Fig. 2). 
A duration histogram was made for events that left the main conductance state to cross the first 
threshold, then recrossed it without reaching the second one. 

Using this criterion, many brief 80% amplitude transitions were sampled, but also many 
extraneous noise excursions. To correct for the latter, a second dwell-time histogram was made, 
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with thresholds at 110 and 140% (i.e., at equivalent positions on the other side of the main 
current amplitude). The unwanted noise excursions were assumed to be symmetrical about the 
main current level; so the second histogram was subtracted from the first, bin by bin, to give an 
estimate of the true duration histogram for brief 80% substates (Fig. 10). In Fig. 10, the 
subtraction had a minimal effect on bins above ~ 50 ~s. As a test, this method was applied to 
artificial data with known parameters. A data file containing noiseless 2-pA pulses with 
single-exponential distributions of open and closed times was generated by computer, with ~ = 
28 I~s and X -- 1,000 s-L The pulses were digitally filtered (10 kHz, 8-pole Bessel) to be 
comparable to experimental data, then added to a recording of background noise (0.5 pA 
RMS) from an experiment. The duration histogram obtained by the above subtraction method 
gave ~n, = 25 ~s and ~,at -- 1,300 s -I by a simple least squares fit. These were considered 
adequate approximations. 

R E S U L T S  

T h e  channel  type most  often seen in these patches strongly resembles  the SR 
potass ium channel  studied in reconst i tuted prepara t ions  (reviewed in Miller et al., 
1984) and in blebs of  native SR m e m b r a n e  (Stein, Nelson, and Palade, 1989). It has a 
mean  single-channel conductance  of  ~ 180 pS with a linear current-vol tage relation 
in the +80  mV range  (Tang et al., 1989). Its openings  last for many  seconds (Fig. 1) 
but  are punc tua ted  with many  br ief  ( < 1 ms) closings and  substates. Closings lasting 
longer  than 1 s occur infrequently. Unless stated otherwise, all results come from 
inside-out patches at 20~ with identical solutions of  LRR in ba th  and pipet te  and an 
appl ied  voltage of  50 mV ampli tude.  

The Power Spectrum of  Open-Channel Noise Is Flat and Low 

Examples  of  average power  spectra  f rom unsubtracted one-channel  noise and 
background  noise are shown in Fig. 3 A. Subtracting the lat ter  f rom the fo rmer  is 
assumed to give the power  spect rum of  open-channe l  noise (Fig. 3 B). In the 100 
H z - 1 0  kHz frequency range,  the power  spectral  density of  subtracted open-channe l  
noise is approx imate ly  constant: no corner  frequency is detectable.  Most subtracted 
power  spectra  have a 1/ f  ~ trend, where ~ is small, positive and variable between 
exper iments  (typically ~ -- 0.2, Figs. 3 and  4). The  origin of  this t rend is unknown,  
but it was more  p ronounced  when a grea ter  percen tage  of  points had been masked.  

T h e  mean  power  spectral  density is very low. With an appl ied voltage of  50 mV, the 
m e a n  single-channel current  (i) was 9 pA and the mean  power  spectral  density 10.7 + 
3.2 x 10 -30 A2/Hz (n =- 4). At 20 mV, (i) -- 3.6 pA and the mean  power  spectral  
density exceeds by a factor o f  1.5 that  given by the Johnson  formula  (Eq. 14) for an 
ideal 5.6 GI-I (180 pS) resistor at equilibrium. 

T h e  low and high-frequency ext remes  of  the subtracted power  spec t rum are 
variable between recordings so the mean  power  spectral  density is compu ted  only 
over  the range  300 H z - 3  kHz. Multiple factors underly the variability. At the high 
frequency end: (a) background  noise dominates  open-channe l  noise, so the spectral  
subtraction (Figs. 3, A and B) is less reliable; (b) a small degree  of  aliasing is present  
( <  6%, see Methods);  (c) the correction for the recording system's t ransfer  function 
(see Methods) is not  perfect,  and this error  will be felt most  at high frequencies, close 
to the u p p e r  - 3  dB frequency. At the 100 Hz end: (a) harmonics  of  residual 
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FIGURE 3. Power spectra of 
open-channel and background 
noise, pipette voltage = - 5 0  
mV, (i) = 9.2 pA. (A) Average 
power spectrum from 588 
1,024-point discrete Fourier 
transforms over a period of 35 s 
from the main-channel conduc- 
tance state and 171 transforms 
from background noise in the 
same patch. (B) The power 
spectrum of open-channel 
noise, obtained by subtracting 
the two spectra in A. In this 
example, mean power spectral 
density = 9.3 -+ 1.4 x 10 -30 
A2/Hz (over the frequency 
range 300 Hz-3  kHz). 
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864 
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FIGURE 4. Power spectra with increasing (i). From the top, pipette voltage = - 7 0 ,  - 5 0 ,  - 2 0  
mV and (i) = 12.9, 9.2, and 3.9 pA, respectively. Each spectrum came from a different patch, 
under  similar recording conditions. The  middle curve is that of Fig. 3 B. The  horizontal brace 
marks the 300 Hz-3  kHz range over which mean power spectral density was computed. 
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oscillations below 100 Hz, such as the 60 Hz mains supply, may elevate neighboring 
frequencies; (b) a 1/fa component  is visible in some spectra at low frequencies, with 
13 = 1 (not shown). This low-frequency 1/fa component  is not reproducible and may 
be due to imperfect rejection of unwanted gating events. The low-frequency limit of  
the power spectra shown here (24 Hz) is imposed by the gating behavior of  the 
channel: sojourns in the main conductance state longer than 41 I~s (=1/24  Hz) are 
too rare for enough spectral estimates to be obtained. 

~J 
z ~J 
a 

14J 

0 

FIGURE 5. 

I 

I I 
0.5 1.0 

Log MEAN CURRENT (pA) 

Mean power spectral density increases with <i). Data from seven patches. Each 
power spectrum came from > 24 (and usually > 100) open-state transforms. For the first three 
points from the left, pipette voltage was +20 mV (filled symbols) or -20  mV (open symbols), in the 
next two, 30 mV, the next four, 50 mV, and the last three, 70 mV. Note that log 3 = 0.50, so an 
abscissa value of 0.5 corresponds to 3 pA. The Johnson formula noise level is ~3 x 10 -3o 
A2/Hz, corresponding to -29.5 on the vertical axis. 

Mean Power Spectral Density Increases with Mean Single-Channel Current 

When higher voltages are applied, both {i> and the power spectral density of 
open-channel noise increase (Figs. 4 and 5). The current dependence of open- 
channel noise is not a simple power-law relation in that the data points on the double 
logarithmic plot in Fig. 5 clearly do not lie on a straight line of  constant slope. In the 
limit of diminishing <i>, the slope is close to zero. At the upper  limit of  the measured 
range of (i), the slope is close to 2, though from Fig. 5 it is not possible to say whether 
this is the maximum slope. With applied voltages of the same magnitude but 
opposite polarity, the power spectra obtained are very similar (not shown). The 
single-channel conductance and open probability are also only very weakly voltage 
sensitive (Tang et al., 1989). 
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The Temperature Dependencies of Open-Channel Noise and (i) Are Similar 
and Weak 

Single-channel currents were recorded in different patches at different bath tempera- 
tures. Both the mean power spectral density of  open-channel noise and (i) had a weak 
temperature dependence that was fitted quite well by a single Ql0 value of 1.3, 
throughout the 3-40~ range (Fig. 6). At 40~ patches broke down rapidly and 
gating transitions were more frequent than at 20~ The two points at 39 and 40~ 
with very large error bars both come from only five averaged open-state spectra; all 
other points come from > 38 open-state spectra. A slope of 1.3 still gave the best fit if 
these 39 and 40~ points were excluded. 
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FIGURE 6. Mean power spectral density (upper curve) and (i) (lower curve) both increase weakly 
with temperature. Data from 11 patches with pipette voltage = +50 mV (filled symbols) or -50  
mV (open symbols). The leftward ordinate shows log of mean power spectral density on the same 
scale as Fig. 5, the rightward ordinate shows the log of (i) (in picoamperes) both over two 
decades. The abscissa shows bath temperature on a linear scale. The solid lines are least 
squares fits to all points with equal weighting and both correspond to a constant Ql0 of 1.3. 

The  observed weak temperature dependence of the measured power spectral 
density indicates that all spectral components present are stimulated weakly by 
increasing temperature.  Though an apparently weak temperature dependence could 
be given by strong, opposing changes with increasing temperature over some limited 
range, high Ql0 values are not likely to give canceling effects throughout the 3-40~ 
range. A Q10 of 1.3 in the decade 0-10~ is equivalent to an Arrhenius activation 
energy of 17 KJ/mol (Hille, 1992). Though the Ql0 parameter  need not be the same 
in different decades of temperature,  no variation is detectable in the present case. 
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FIGURE 7. Effect of magnesium, calcium and hydrogen ions on mean current and the mean 
power spectral density of open-channel  noise. Each symbol represents a different inside-out 
patch: control LRR data (four patches) low Mg (6) low Ca (3) low H (3). Pipette voltage = +50 
mV (filled symbols) or - 5 0  mV (open symbols). Means of all values in a column, equally weighted, 
are jo ined by solid lines. (A) Mean single-channel current, (i) (picoamperes) logarithmic 
ordinate over one decade. (B) Mean power spectral density (AZ/Hz), logarithmic ordinate over 
two decades. 
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Lines corresponding to a Q10 less than 1.0 or greater than 2.0 clearly do not agree 
with our data (not shown): a Ql0 of 1.0 would give no increase with temperature; a 
constant Ql0 of 2.0 would give a 16-fold increase (1.2 log U) between zero and 40~ 

Our observed Qx0 of 1.3 for mean potassium conductance in this channel agrees 
with Coronado et al. (1980) and Shen, Hill, Rasmussen, and Strauss (1988). On the 
other hand, a Q10 > 2 is observed for most channel gating processes (for review, see 
Hille, 1992; Lee and Deutsch, 1990). In the canine cardiac SR potassium channel, a 
Q10 of 4.0 was found for a single-channel gating rate constant (Shen et al., 1988). 

Aqueous Ions." Magnesium, Calcium and Hydrogen 

With low Mg solution, bathing both sides of the channel, the mean power spectral 
density and (i) are very similar to those obtained with LRR. As low Mg solution 
contains only 5 I~M total magnesium the measured power spectrum and mean 
current are clearly not affected by Mg ~+ ions in the range 0.005-1.0 mM (Fig. 7). 
Complexed forms of magnesium such as Mg-ATP are also exonerated by this result. 
It was therefore considered permissible to pool data from recordings in LRR and low 
Mg solutions for kinetic analysis (below). 

The true free Ca z+ present in low Ca solution due to impurities is unknown, but 
using 50 mM total calcium as an upper  limit, we calculate 20 nM maximum free 
Ca 2+. Fibers did not survive for long in this solution and patch clamp recordings were 
poor. The mean power spectral density of open-channel noise recorded in low Ca 
showed no clear reduction and (i) was unchanged (Fig. 7) suggesting that the calcium 
present in LRR does not significantly affect the SR K channel. Further, low H 
solution contains 10 nM hydrogen ions and only 2 nM calculated free Ca 2+ (due to 
the increased availability of unprotonated EGTA) and three patches in low H solution 
gave power spectra and (i) values that were not detectably different from those in 
LRR (Fig. 7). These results show that the measured open-channel noise is not 
affected by free Ca 2+ in the range 10-9-10 -7 M, or by hydrogen ions in the range pH 
7 - p H  8. They also exonerate complexed forms of calcium, such as Ca-EGTA. 

D U R A T I O N S  O F  B R I E F  C L O S I N G S  

This channel's openings contain many brief interruptions with a variety of amplitudes 
(Figs. 1, 9). Here, the kinetics of brief full closings and 80% amplitude substates are 
investigated. Missed events of  these two types were thought most likely to produce 
open-channel noise, full closings by virtue of their amplitude and 80% substates by 
virtue of their frequent occurrence. 

Duration histograms show two well-separated exponential populations of brief, full 
closings (Fig. 8). One component  was fitted by simple least squares regression to the 
semi-logarithmic histograms in the range 200-800 Ixs (Fig. 8A). This slow compo- 
nent was subtracted and a second, fast component  fitted to the remainder in the 
range 40-150 I~S (Fig. 8 B). Data pooled from five recordings with either LRR or low 
Mg solution in bath and pipette give a mean fitted time constant and event frequency 
for the slow component: rl = 220 +- 60 ~s and hi = 10 + 6 events per  second, 
respectively (mean, SD, n = 5); for the fast component,  I" 2 ~--- 2 8  +--- 4 txs and ~,2 = 
62 +- 20s  -1 (n = 5). 

Duration histograms for brief full closings may be contaminated by extraneous 
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FIGURE 8. Semilogarithmic duration histograms of  brief, full closings from a patch in low Mg 
solution, pipette voltage = + 50 inV. (A) Duration histogram of ~ 2,000 events over a period of  
40 s, number  of  events per  second per  bin (logarithmic scale, four decades) vs event duration in 
p.s (linear scale). (B) Expanded view of the first two bins of  A (ordinate: two decades; 10 izs/bin). 
Events briefer than 20 V,s are not expected to reach the threshold for detection. Two 
exponential  components were assumed to be present (see text). The  fitted slow component  is 
shown in A, the fast component  in B (straight lines). 
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events, such as far-reaching open-channel noise excursions and substates of ampli- 
tude 0-50% of the main open state. Spurious threshold crossing by noise excursions 
is very unlikely as (i) = 9 pA and the RMS noise is ~ 0.5 pA, hence, the threshold lies 
~ 9 RMS distant. Threshold crossing by substates is likely, however. To investigate 
this possibility, the durations of 158 full closings were determined by eye, on 
inspection of 10 s of contiguous data from a given patch. Only events that reached 
the fully closed amplitude were accepted, and the half-amplitude duration deter- 
mined with a manually-placed cursor. The duration histogram of these events was too 
sparse to be fitted adequately but the number of events observed in a given duration 
range could be compared with that predicted from the duration histograms obtained 
by the automated process. Integrating Eq. 1 and using the mean fitted values o f r  and 

D �9 �9 

FIGURE 9. Brief80% substates. (A) 4.5 s of 
data from a patch in low Mg solution, pi- 
pette voltage = +50 inV. Downward deflec- 
tions indicate closings ((i)= 9.0 pA). The 
prominent upward deflections are caused by 
the switch that discharges the feedback ca- 
pacitor in the patch clamp headstage. The 
open-channel noise RMS is ~ 0.5 pA. (B-D) 
Selected 20-ms periods (whose locations are 
marked by arrowheads in A) at high resolu- 
tion (5 p,s/point) to show brief 80% sub- 
states. Filled dots mark long-lived examples. 
For comparison, the full closing in D is 100 
~s wide at half-maximal amplitude. B shows 
three subconductance levels (of roughly 80, 
50, and 30% amplitude). Such short-lived 
periods of paroxysmal jumping between 
states are seen in all recordings. 

10 pA, 5 ms (1 s) 

h given above, 106 events were predicted in the 50-100 lzs range (92 from the fast 
component, 14 from the slow). Only 65 were seen, 61% of the predicted number. 
Similarly, 40 events were predicted in the 100-200 tzs duration range (19 from the 
fast component, 21 from the slow). Only 33 were seen (83%). This sample of 
manually fitted durations suggests that the automated process overestimates the 
number of full closings. As several substates of 0-50% amplitude are observed in the 
single-channel records, these are almost certainly the source of this error. 

Durations of Brief 80% Substates 

Many brief 80% substates are seen in time domain records at high band width (Fig. 
9). These are the channel's smallest recognizable interruptions and also the most 
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FIGURE 10. Semiiogarithmic duration histograms of brief 80% substates (~  2 pA in ampli- 
tude) in 15 s of data from the same recording as in Fig. 9. Number  of events per second per bin 
(logarithmic scale, four decades) vs event duration in microseconds (linear scale, 10-1xs bins). 
(A) Durations of brief, small excursions (10-30% of (i)) from the main conductance state, either 
in the direction opposite (O) to the closed state, or towards it (T). In the former, 28,000 
durations were sampled, and 43,000 in the latter. (B) The result of subtracting the two 
histograms in A, is an estimate of the duration histogram of brief 80% substates. Two 
exponential  components were fitted, drawn as straight lines in B. 
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frequent (~  1,000 s -1). Being small and brief, they are likely to be missed by the 
masking program, are hard to distinguish from background noise spikes and are 
poorly resolved in amplitude histograms. Using the subtraction process described in 
Methods (see Fig. 10) duration histograms for these substates were made from three 
patches, two in Low Mg, one in low H solution. In all three there was clearly more 
than one population of dwell times (Fig. 10 B) and histograms were fitted with two 
exponential components, as before. A slow component  was fitted in the range 
150-300 txs. This was then subtracted and a fast component  fitted in the range 
50-150 p~s. The mean fitted parameters are ~3 = 69 + 3 ~s and X3 = 240 -+ 15 S - 1  

for the slow component,  and ' r  4 = 22 • 1 I~s and ~k 4 = 1,200 + 400 s - l  for the fast 
component  (mean, SD, n = 3). Bins decline for durations < 30 ~s indicating that 
events were missed. As the fast component  dominates the histogram for a few bins 
only and depends heavily on the subtraction process, its parameters  are uncertain, 
although similar results were obtained from all three patches. The fitted parameters 
are not substantially altered ( < 30% difference in any parameter) if the bin width is 
20 rather than 10 ~s (not shown). 

The results obtained by the above automated process were compared with 400 
durations determined by eye. Only events that clearly reached 80% amplitude were 
accepted, and the half-amplitude duration determined with a manually placed 
cursor. Using the mean fitted parameters from the automated process, 260 events are 
predicted in the 50-100 I~s duration range (170 from the fast component,  90 from 
the slow) and only 157 such events were seen (60%). Likewise, 85 events are predicted 
in the 100-200 I~S duration range (20 from the fast component,  65 from the slow) 
and only 41 were seen (48%). Again, the automated process clearly overestimates the 
number  of brief 80% substates, not only from the fast component,  but also from the 
well-fitted slow component.  Even if the fitted slow component  were correct, it alone 
cannot explain the number  of brief events found by eye: a faster component  must 
also be present. The duration histogram subtraction method, which has little effect 
above 50 I~S, is unlikely to cause the disagreement. It is more likely that the 
computer-determined histograms are inflated by substates of 60-90% amplitude. 

D I S C U S S I O N  

Is the Measured Power Spectrum Due to Discrete-Transport Noise Alone ? 

The low, constant power spectral density and its weak temperature dependence, 
similar to that of  (i), suggested that discrete transport noise might be the dominant 
source of open-channel noise: for three reasons, it cannot be the only source. First, 
the measured power spectral density is too high according to the usual theory of 
discrete transport noise. At 50 mV (20~ the measured power spectral density is 
10.7 x 10 -3o AZ/Hz. The range of possible values for the power spectral density of 
discrete transport noise is 2.9 - 5.8 • 10 -3o A2/Hz, given by Eqs. 19 and 20. Thus, 
the expected discrete transport noise could account for 27-54% of the measured 
value at 50 mV. Second, the variation of mean power spectral density with (i) is too 
steep (Fig. 5). A limiting slope is not reached, but a slope of 2 is approached with the 
highest values of (i) measured, as is best seen by considering only the seven 
right-hand points in Fig. 5. Discrete transport noise is expected to approach a slope 
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of 1.0 in the limit of high (i), in accordance with the Schottky formula (Eq. 15) as the 
unitary current events approach a Poisson process (see Appendix IV). Third, missed 
brief interruptions are responsible for some fraction of the measured power spectral 
density (see below). 

Conductance Fluctuations as a Source of Excess Noise 

The power spectral density of current noise caused by fluctuations in channel 
conductance will rise steeply with (i), ideally in proportion to (i) z (Appendix I). This is 
compatible with the observed small excess over the Johnson formula value for low 
values of (i), progressively increasing as (i) increases (Fig. 5). Three possible physical 
mechanisms are the following: (a) vibrational motion within the channel molecule 
giving continuous variation in the potential energy profile of the conducting pathway, 
leading to continuous conductance fluctuations; (b) maintained conformational 
changes in the channel molecule producing gating transitions; (c) temporary block- 
age of the open channel by an extrinsic agent, such as an ion in the aqueous solution. 

Current noise due to fluctuations in the voltage across the channel must be very 
small here. The pipette resistance is < 100 MI2 and the Johnson voltage noise of this 
resistance (van der Ziel, 1970) applied to a 180-pS channel, produces current noise 
with power spectral density <5.2 x 10 -32 A2/Hz, which is negligible. The contribu- 
tion of surface charges to fluctuating transmembrane voltage is also likely to be 
negligible as the ionic strength of our solutions is close to 1 M and the Debye length 
is therefore very small. As our solutions contain 480 mM K +, nearly 10-fold greater 
than the concentration for half-maximal conductance (Coronado et al., 1980), the 
channel is almost saturated in our hands. It therefore seems unlikely that any noise 
mechanism based on fluctuations in K + concentration close to the channel will apply 
here. Not negligible, on the other hand, are local fluctuations in voltage due to 
moving charges within the membrane and close to the channel. These charges would 
be shielded from the high ionic strength of the aqueous bathing solution and their 
electric field would be felt by the ion conducting pathway. The resulting fluctuations 
in the electrical potential profile of  that pathway would produce a fluctuation in 
conductance and so are, formally equivalent (in that sense) to the conductance 
fluctuations considered in the last paragraph. 

Random, apparently continuous conductance fluctuations are observed in the 
nicotinic AChR channel (Sigworth, 1985) with a symmetrical, Gaussian amplitude 
distribution. Their  power spectrum has a low-frequency plateau with a corner 
frequency at ~300 Hz (Sigworth, 1985) and was interpreted as a Lorentzian. A 
similar result is observed in a stretch-activated cation channel in frog lens epithelium, 
with corner frequency of - 1  kHz (Eisenberg et al., 1987). The SR potassium 
channel has no corner frequency in the 100 Hz-10 kHz range, with (i) between 2 and 
15 pA, applied voltages of 20-70 mV, and bath temperatures of 3-40~ If 
continuous conductance fluctuations were present, they would be missed by the 
masking program and a corner frequency would be seen in the power spectrum. We 
therefore exclude any but a minor contribution from continuous fluctuations with a 
corner frequency below 10 kHz. 

We cannot exclude similar fluctuations with a much greater corner frequency, so 
that only the low-frequency plateau is seen in all measured spectra. Our data require 
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first that the low-frequency plateau must increase steeply with (i), in approximately 
second-power fashion and second, that it must increase weakly with temperature,  
with a Ql0 close to 1.3. Previous results suggest that these are reasonable require- 
ments. In both the nicotinic channel (Sigworth, 1985) and the stretch-activated 
channel (Eisenberg et al., 1987) the low frequency plateau increased steeply with (i). 
In neither case did the plateau increase with (i) 2, but with a slightly lower power-law 
dependence (1.5-1.8), attributed to voltage sensitivity of the underlying conductance 
fluctuations [of Sg(f) in Eq. 5]. In the nicotinic channel, a low temperature 
dependence is deduced for the low frequency plateau, in that the normalized 
variance (tr2L/(i) 2) and the corner frequency (fc) had Ql0 values of 1.1 and 3.4 
respectively (Sigworth, 1985). Using a Q10 of 1.7 for (i) (from Sigworth, 1985, Fig. 4) 
gives a Q10 of 3.2 for cr 2 and ~ 1.0 for SL(0) from Eq. 7. A strong temperature 
dependence of tr2L and fc then, presumed to reflect conformational changes in the 
protein, need not be accompanied by a strong temperature dependence of SL(0). 
Thus, the above two requirements are met in the nicotinic channel for fluctuations 
of ~ 300 Hz and may also apply to fluctuations with a corner frequency > l0 kHz. 
Hence, whether or not they are the dominant source of noise, continuous fluctuations 
with a corner frequency above 10 kHz and small amplitude cannot be excluded by 
our results. 

Fast Block by Aqueous Ions Does Not Add Significant Noise 

We hoped to reduce the power spectral density by removing possible aqueous 
blockers from the bathing solution, specifically magnesium, calcium, and hydrogen 
ions. The magnesium ion blocks a number  of  biological channels (Stanfield, 1988, for 
review) and significant reduction of NMDA currents occurs even with 10 ~M Mg 2+ 
(Nowack, Bregestovski, Ascher, Herbet, and Prochiantz, 1984). Miller (1978) found 
that Mg 2+ inhibited many channel currents of the rabbit-reconstituted SR potassium 
channel, with half-maximal effect at 4 mM. Our results, however, indicate that the 1 
mM free Mg 2+ present in LRR has no effect on open-channel noise. We also find no 
obvious effect of  Mg ~+ either on (i) or on the channel's kinetics, suggesting that the 
lobster channel is less sensitive to Mg ~+ than the rabbit channel. 

The absence of effect of low Ca and low H solutions on the mean power spectral 
density indicates that neither free nor complexed calcium ions, nor hydrogen ions 
significantly affect open-channel noise under the conditions used. Blockade mediated 
by calcium ions with a half-maximal concentration below 2 nM is most unlikely. Given 
the identical results at pH 7 and pH 8, hydrogen ion-mediated block with a pKa well 
above 8 might be suggested, perhaps involving one of the basic amino acids (e.g., 
lysine, pKa = 10.5 in aqueous solution). Considering a simple binding reaction, 
H + (aq) + R -~ HR, where the bound state HR corresponds to the blocked state of the 
channel, we require that the dissociation constant for this reaction, given by KD = 
ko~/kon, be less than 10 -8 M. Using the unusually high value of kon found by 
Prod'horn, Pietrobon, and Hess (1987) for the association rate constant of  hydrogen 
ions as an upper  bound, ko, < 4 • 1011 M - l  s -1 ,we  deduce that kon must be < 
4,000 s -l .  This in turn requires a time constant �9 (=l/ko~) that is > 250 ~s, 
corresponding to the average lifetime of the hydrogen-bound state HR. An exponen- 
tial population with �9 > 250 ~s would be readily detectable under  the present 
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recording conditions and most such events would be removed by the masking 
program. In addition, the number of events detected should decrease greatly on 
replacing pH 7 with pH 8 LRR. No such effect was observed and brief blockages 
mediated by hydrogen ions are ruled out as a possible source of open-channel noise. 

The only remaining possible blockers are HEPES, chloride and glutamate itself. 
Block of the SR K + channel by anions seems improbable, but the glutamate ion has a 
primary amine group that is protonated in LRR (pKa = 9.6) and might act as a 
blocker. A power spectrum obtained from currents recorded in LRR in which 
glutamate was replaced by gluconate (which has no amine group) was very similar to 
those obtained with conventional LRR (not shown) suggesting that glutamate does 
not affect open-channel noise. We cannot exclude the possibility of an unidentified 
aqueous species, consistently present as an impurity in our bathing solutions, 
producing brief blockages of the channel. 

Open-Channel Noise from Truncated Exponentials 

Interruptions of the single-channel current that are much briefer than the rise time of 
the recording system will be buried in the Gaussian background noise and not 
detected by the masking program, but will still add to the measured open-channel 
noise (see Appendix III). The long openings of this channel contain several 
populations of brief interruptions, each presumed to have an exponential distribu- 
tion of lifetimes. Missed events from each population will give a finite power spectral 
density, as described by Eq. 11. We have calculated this for two types of brief 
interruption that seemed likely to be significant sources of open-channel noise: brief 
closings and substates of 80% amplitude. The maximum lifetime, D, for which each 
type of event would be missed by the masking program was estimated by applying 
square pulses of decreasing duration to the patch clamp input using a signal 
generator. The value of D was taken to be the duration of the first pulse whose peak 
failed to cross the threshold for masking. This threshold was 2.5 standard deviations 
(usually ~ 1.5 pA) away from the main conductance level. For brief full closings, D 
was 7 I~s. Using Eqs. 11-13 with the mean fitted kinetic parameters given in Results, 
both exponential populations of brief full closings were calculated to add negligible 
open-channel noise: the faster component accounts for < 1% of the measured power 
spectral density, the slower < 0.01%. 

Brief excursions to the 80% substate are much more likely to be missed by the 
masking program than are full closings, and D was estimated to be ~ 30 Cs for these 
events. Using the two fitted exponential components, Eq. 11 predicts a power 
spectral density of 1.3 x 10 -3o A2/Hz due to the fast component and 0.2 x 10 -~~ 
A2/Hz due to the slow component. These events therefore account for a small 
fraction (~  14%) of the observed power spectral density at 50 mV, 20~ As shown in 
Results, the frequency of these 80% substates is probably overestimated, by a factor of 
as much as two. The extraneous events underlying this elevation are likely to be 
larger in amplitude than the 80% substates and thus are less likely to be missed by 
the masking program. Hence the fraction given here (14%) is probably an upper  
estimate. 
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Speculations 

Identified sources cannot completely account for the open-channel noise measured 
here. With a voltage of 50 mV, discrete transport noise is thought to underlie 27-54% 
of the power spectral density and less at higher voltages. Identified brief interrup- 
tions account for a small fraction (~  14%). Thus, a significant fraction of the 
measured power spectral density, possibly the largest, is due to unidentified conduc- 
tance fluctuations, rolling off above 10 kHz under  all the conditions studied here. As 
all likely aqueous blockers have been excluded, a fluctuation process within the 
channel molecule itself is inferred. Two possible models for the hypothesized excess 
noise are the following. 

First, as shown above, fast continuous conductance fluctuations are compatible with 
our data and are presumed to give a Lorentzian power spectrum. The power spectral 
density measured here imposes an upper  limit on the low frequency plateau of ~ 5 • 
10 -3o A2/Hz. In a 10-kHz band width, this upper  limit corresponds to noise 
fluctuations with an RMS value of cr < 0.2 pA (<  2.5% of (i)). Such small scale 
wandering would not be detectable by eye. As no spectra rolled off below 10 kHz over 
the 3-40~ temperature range, we assume a lower limit for the corner frequency, 
fc > 10 kHz. Substitutingfc = 10 kHz and St(0) < 5 • 10 -3o A2/Hz into Eq. 7 gives 
a maximum RMS value of cr < 0.3 pA, roughly 3% of (i). 

Second, a fast gating process could also account for the observed power spectral 
density. Here again, the expected power spectrum is Lorentzian, SL(0) and fc being 
given by Eqs. 9 and 10. For example, using the above lower limitf~ > 10 kHz, a low 
frequency plateau of SL(0) = 5 • 10 -3o Ae/Hz would be given by a single-exponential 
population of 90% amplitude substates (amplitude a = 1 pA at 50 mV) with ,r < 16 
IXS and k > 5,000 s -1. The same value of St(0) would also be given by complete 
closures (a = 9 pA) with a more remote corner frequency limit f~ > 100 kHz, 
equivalent to x < 1.6 p~s and k > 6,000 s -1. An upper  limit on f~ is given by the 
constraint of nonzero open probability, i.e., ~'r < 1. Using Eq. 9, for full closings, 
with St(0) = 5 • 10 -5~ AZ/Hz, this constraint gives "r > 15 ns, or from Eq. 10,f~ < 
107/Hz. This upper  limit is, as expected, less than the net transport rate of 5 • 107 
ions per second (given by (i) = 9 pA). Our requirement that the corner frequency of 
the proposed conductance fluctuations be in the range 104-107 Hz is well within the 
wide range over which motions in proteins are known to occur (Brooks, Karplus, and 
Pettitt, 1988). 

If  the observed noise is due to motion within the channel molecule, it is slightly 
surprising that the measured power spectral density has such a consistently weak 
temperature dependence. As noted above, Gaussian continuous noise due to confor- 
mational fluctuations in the nicotinic channel gives a corner frequency that varies 
strongly with temperature but a low frequency plateau that varies hardly at all 
(Sigworth, 1985). If similar continuous fluctuations underlie the excess noise in our 
channel then the observed weak temperature dependence may arise in the same way. 
Nevertheless, if a fast gating process is the correct model for our excess noise then 
Eq. 9 would describe its power spectral density and it is surprising that the quantity 
4k,rZcx 2 should maintain a constant Ql0 of 1.3 over the wide range 3-40~ The 
temperature sensitivity of a is likely to be very similar to that of  (i). By contrast, the 
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relatively slow range 10 - 8 - 1 0  -5 s for ,r (equivalent to the range 104-107 Hz fo r fo  
from Eq. 10) suggests that the underlying reaction is a transition between maintained 
conformational states. Such a transition will by definition involve high energy 
barriers--higher than those of the ionic diffusion process underlying (/)--and 
therefore will exhibit a high temperature dependence, higher than that of (i). 
Although low temperature-dependencies have been reported for the RMS displace- 
ment of surface sidechain carbon atoms in myoglobin, measured by x-ray scattering, 
the underlying motion has a characteristic frequency much greater than 107 Hz 
(Frauenfelder, Petsko, and Tsernoglou, 1979) and we have found no reported 
example of protein fluctuations in the range 104-107 Hz with low temperature 
dependence. This paradox of low corner frequency (and implied high energy barrier) 
with low temperature dependence of SL(0) might be explained by results derived 
from the viscosity dependence of oxygen binding to myoglobin (Beece, Eisenstein, 
Frauenfelder, Good, Marden, Reinisch, Reynolds, Sorensen, and Yue, 1980). Rate 
constants in the range 105-108 s-l (at 27~ were measured for the series of reactions 
involved in access of 02 from the surface of the protein to its target, the heme iron 
atom. In the range 0-40~ these rate constants had temperature-dependencies 
equivalent to Ql0 values between 1.8 and 3.3. Increasing solvent viscosity potently 
reduced the rate constants themselves without affecting their temperature sensitivity. 
Both enthalpic and entropic components of each reaction's activation energy were 
interpreted as being viscosity dependent  (Beece et al., 1980). This demonstration 
that temperature sensitivity does not uniquely specify a rate constant may be relevant 
to our results. We speculate that a conformational change within some part of our 
channel molecule (a) occurs in a microenvironment of high viscosity and (b) causes 
conductance fluctuations that we measure as open-channel noise. The conforma- 
tional change would have rate constants with a weak temperature dependence but the 
rate constants (and corner frequency) would be unusually low, thanks to the high 
local viscosity. This speculation recalls L~iuger's (1985) fit to Sigworth's (1985) data, 
where channel subunits' motion was modeled by the Langevin equation with a very 
high viscosity term. In conclusion, the observed weak temperature dependence is not 
necessarily at odds with the notion of conformational fluctuations in the range 
104--107 Hz being the underlying source of excess noise. 

A P P E N D I X  

On Noise Mechanisms 

I. General conductance fluctuations. For a stationary fluctuating conductance g(t)  in a 
constant voltage V the current at any instant is: 

i(t) = Vg(t). (2) 

The mean current and the power spectral density of the current fluctuations are then 
by definition: 

li) = V(g) (3) 

Si(f) = VZSg(f)  (4) 
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where Sg(f) is the power spectral  density of  the conductance  fluctuations. Thus,  

Si(f) = ((i)S/(g)2)Sg(f). (5) 

H. Lorentzian processes. A Lorentzian power  spectral density is defined as 

SL(f) = SL(0)/[I + (f/fc) s] (6) 

where SL(0) is the power spect rum's  low frequency pla teau and fc is its corner  
frequency. T h e  variance of  any Lorentzian process is given by: 

~r~ = ~SL(0)f~/2. (7) 

It was very reasonable  to assume that  the Lorentzian equat ion (Eq. 6) described the 
observed spectra of  Sigworth (1985) and Eisenberg et al. (1987). Any Markovian 
r a n d o m  variable x(t) whose mean  evolves linearly over  t ime (i.e., d (x(t))/dt = 
-k(x  (t)) where k is constant,  maybe zero) will have an exponent ia l  correlation 
function in the t ime domain  (Nelsen, 1987) and hence a Lorentzian power  spectrum. 
Here  x(t) is the channel ' s  conductance.  These  conditions are broad and many noise 
processes have a Lorentzian power spectrum. 

IlL Open-channel noise due to brief interruptions. A square pulse of  current  of  
ampl i tude  a and  durat ion d has a power  spect rum Sp(f) given by 

Sv(f) = a s sin s ('rrdf)/(rrf) 2. (8) 

A very br ief  pulse has a power  spect rum that  is practically constant  (~a2d  s) up to 
some very high frequency ( ~  1/2 d). The  l imited rise t ime of  the recording system 
simply acts as a low-pass filter and  preserves all the low-frequency componen t s  of  the 
pulse 's  power  spectrum. Brief interruptions,  due either to gat ing of  the channel  
molecule itself or  to block by an extrinsic agent,  form a binary sequence of  pulses, 
with exponential ly distributed dwell t imes in the open  and closed states. The  power  
spec t rum of  such a binary sequence is a Lorentzian (Papoulis, 1984) given by Eq. 6. 
For very br ief  interruptions,  none  of  which is resolved, the power spectral density 
measured  would be the low-frequency plateau, well app rox ima ted  by: 

S L ( 0  ) = 4 k ' r 2 0 t  s (9) 

where k is the average rate of  occurrence of  br ief  interruptions,  and "r is their average 
duration, equal to the t ime constant  of  the exponent ia l  distribution of  lifetimes. T h e  
true ampl i tude  of  the interrupt ions is a, and we define a = a (1 - h'r). For full 
closings, et is the observed mean  current,  (i). The  rate constants for this binary 
process are given by 1/'r and h (1 - h'r) (closed ~ open  and open  --* closed, respec- 
tively). The  closing rate constant  is very close to h, and ot is very close to a, if k'r is 
much  less than 1, as it always is here. T h e  corner  frequency and time constant  are 
related by: 

f~ = 1/(2"rrr). (10) 

I f  the interrupt ions are not much  briefer  than the recording system's resolution, then 
only a fraction of  them, the briefer  ones, will be unresolved and missed by the 
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masking  p rogram.  T h e  power  spectral  density, ST(f), o f  such missed events is again 
practically constant  in the measurable  frequency range.  For a given exponent ia l  
popula t ion  of  lifetimes, ST(f) is calculated f rom the ~ and  ~, values for the 
distribution, which are es t imated f rom measured  durat ion his tograms in the range  
where  lifetimes can be reliably de te rmined  (Sigworth et al., 1987): 

ST(0 ) = 2XT(t-~)a 2, (11 ) 

Z 
LM 
r ,  

I , 

J 

I I 
0.5 1.0 

Log MEAN CURRENT (pA) 

FIGURE 1 l. Prediction of discrete transport noise for a particular model of the SR potassium 
channel. Data points are from Fig. 5, with the same axes. The lowest solid line shows the 
Johnson formula value (Eq. 14) assuming a constant mean single-channel conductance of 180 
10S at 20~ The top solid line shows the sum of the Johnson and Schottky formula values (Eq. 
19). The middle line shows the prediction of Frehland's (1978) method, using rate constants 
derived from Coronado et al. (1980). 

where  XT is the mean  frequency of  missed events and (t~) is their  mean  squared 
duration.  These  pa ramete r s  are calculated f rom the t runcated exponent ia l  density of  
the lifetimes of  br ief  interruptions:  

k f  = ~ exp  (- t / 'r)dt  (12) 

X ~ D  
(t2T) = ~,10 t exp  ( - - t / ~ t ,  (13) 

where D is the m a x i m u m  lifetime missed (i.e., the longest  event contr ibut ing to the 
measured  power  spectral  density). 
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IV. Discrete transport noise. Discrete transport noise arises in any electric current 
as a result of random thermal motion of the discrete charged particles that carry the 
current. The power spectral density, Sd, of discrete transport noise is described by two 
simple formulae under precisely defined conditions (Oliver, 1965; van der Ziel, 
1970). First, for any conductance, g, at equilibrium, the Johnson (thermal) noise 
formula gives 

Sd = 4kTg (14) 

up to some very high frequency, where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is absolute 
temperature. Second, for a current that is made up of a stationary train of identical 
pulses, occurring independently of each other (a Poisson process) the Schottky (shot) 
noise formula gives: 

Sd = 2q(i) (15) 

where (i) is the mean current and q is the charge equivalent to one unitary pulse (its 
integral over time). The spectrum must roll off at some very high frequency of the 
order of 1/d, where d is the duration of the unitary pulses. Discrete transport noise in 
an ion channel is expected to obey the Johnson formula with identical solutions in 
both baths and (i) = 0. It is expected to obey the Schottky formula at such a high 
voltage that ion transit events are effectively unidirectional, and such a low concen- 
tration that they are independent of each other. 

For intermediate voltages, there is no general formula for Sd. It will depend on the 
details of the ion transport process. To obtain a reasonable upper  bound on Sd for 
intermediate (i), we assume that Sd increases most steeply with increasing (i) in the 
limit of high (i), when the Schottky formula is obeyed. By definition, for any function 
y(x), integrated between the limits a and b: 

y(b) = f a b  ~ x )  dx + y(a). (16) 

Ify(x) is Sd((i)) and the limits are a = 0 and b = j, wherej  is some intermediate value 
of (i), then: 

d S d  . 
Sd(j) = J'Jo ~ d(t) + Sd(0). (17) 

As noted above, the maximum value of the integrand is assumed to be that given by 
differentiating Eq. 15, and Sd(0) is given by Eq. 14. Hence: 

Sd(j) < ~0 J 2qd(i) + 4kTg (18) 

Sd(j) < 2qj + 4kTg. (19) 

We thus obtain the sum of the Johnson and Schottky formula values as an upper 
bound on Sd for intermediate (i). The lowest possible value for Sd in a given 
conductance is assumed to be that given by the Johnson formula. Thus, 

Sd(j) > 4kTg. (20) 
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Violations of this rule (Eq. 20) are predicted for some semiconductors (Van der Ziel, 
1970) but we know of none in practice. 

The only general method for predicting Sd for a given transport mechanism 
(Frehland, 1978) assumes that ions make instantaneous hops between a finite 
number of fixed binding sites, that the hops occur in a random, Markovian manner 
and that each hop contributes a pulse of displacement current in the bath, 
proportional to the electrical distance hopped. This method embodies the fact that 
the unitary pulses are not independent of each other, so single file transport and 
one-ion occupancy can be included. Fig. 11 shows the discrete transport noise 
predicted by Frehland's method for a particular model of the SR K channel. The 
potential profile used is that derived by Coronado et al. (1980) using standard Eyring 
rate theory to fit their current-voltage data to a two-site, one-ion channel model. As 
expected, it approaches the Johnson formula value at low voltages, approaches the 
Schottky formula at high voltages (> 500 mV, not shown) and always remains within 
the bounds given by Eqs. 19 and 20. 
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